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Companies have long made habit
of using talent to convert the
inputs of capital and raw

materials into amazing outputs as
complex as jet engines, elegant as
smartphones, convenient as
refrigerators and vital as soybeans.
While information has always been an

important ingredient to driving
business models, now, it’s frequently
the most important ingredient that
talent and algorithms transform into
the company’s primary product or
service output. As “Big Data” and more
sophisticated analytics become a
critical business differentiator, three
lenses help explain how companies can
reframe their strategies to maximise
market impact – and the capabilities
they need to do it effectively.
First, five information economics

concepts describe how the paradigm of
production, distribution and
consumption of products and services
are dramatically altered by Big Data
and predictive analytics.

•Scope of Proprietary Knowledge:
Proprietary knowledge can generate
enormous option value that can be
monetised – specifically when its scope
crosses traditional industry value
chains to create new classes of
products and services. For example, a
Fortune 100 company has used its geo-
satellite mapping software to provide a
critical foundation of proprietary
location information and direction
algorithms and the competency to
make millions of calculations at sub-
second speeds to provide the
foundation for its driverless car.
This expands the scope of their

proprietary knowledge and creates new
option value in the massive automotive
and government services value chain.
In healthcare, companies that can
crack the code on integrating
information from medical journals,
claims data, social media disease
management forums, EHRs and
personal health behaviour “fit-bit” type
data will have the scope of priority
knowledge with option value that
extends from informing patients about

treatment options and quality
providers based on outcomes to helping
providers deliver high quality care
while managing costs.

•Information Driven Feedback Loops:
Companies exploiting information
driven positive feedback loops generate
more value for customers by providing
access to a valuable network of
connections, knowledge and associated
services which incentivises customers
to contribute more data, thereby
increasing the value of the network.
Social network and financial payments
companies use their customer
populations to create information
feedback loops that dramatically reduce
the cost of the production, distribution
and consumption of data, allowing
them to create numerous information
based products and services.

•Information Marginal Costs &
Benefits: Business models that reduce
the marginal cost of accumulating and
managing information and maximise
benefits from continuously using
additional information to make better
decisions or create new products and
services have the power to
continuously monetise their
information assets.
For example, a leading consumer

financial services software provider
allows customers, at a low marginal
cost of adding additional data, to
consolidate their login credentials and
financial data in one place. They then
create greater marginal benefit for
customers through services that help
them understand how “customers like
them” save and/or spend their money.
As the company learns more about

their customers, they can integrate the
new customer information at a low
marginal cost that expands marginal
benefits by adding additional customer
services such as projecting tax impact
on their income or recommending
financial products.

•Information Enhanced Learning
Curves: Business models that
accelerate learning through more
targeted, faster exchange and
application of information create new
types of value. For example, industrial
products companies are using sensors
to monitor and accumulate information

about potential equipment risks related
to material quality and reliability
under specific manufacturing
conditions. Quickly expanding their
knowledge with better information
helps them learn how to quickly adjust
risk management and safety programs
to mitigate hazards, reduce insurance
costs, and avoid supply chain
disruption.

•Information Aggregation / Decay
Ratio: Medical providers have
situations where they can’t access the
right information quickly enough to
make good patient treatment decisions.
The longer providers take to get
information from medical tests the
value of the information can decay
such that it is useless in recommending
the appropriate care management.
For example, bacteria culture tests to

identify drug resistant tuberculosis
frequently take six weeks to return. By
the time the results are delivered the
tuberculosis frequently can’t be treated.
Biotech companies that continuously
innovate faster ways to sequence
disease genomes and conduct
diagnostic tests for a multitude of
diseases are aggregating information
and deploying it through timely,
targeted treatment recommendations
before its value decays. In the case of
TB, diagnostic tests can identify the
drug resistant forms of the disease
within 2 hours so that life saving
treatments can be implemented.
The second lens pinpoints how to

quantify the value of monetising
information assets by making multi-
billion dollar decisions more
proactively as opposed to reactively in
areas such as determining when to
enter and exit emerging markets,
anticipating how to redirect capital to
more productive uses or sensing when
to take actions to reduce risk.
Better data and new analysis

techniques make proactive decisions
more possible and cost effective.
First companies can access more

granular information – and increase
accuracy. It can be transmitted in more
timely and customised ways to users.
And information can be visualised to
draw quicker insights. For example,
now farmers can access decades of
integrated, granular weather patterns,
soil content and past harvest yields,
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analyse the current situation quickly
through intuitive visual maps and
make better decisions to maximise
crop yield and revenue.
Similarly, many online vendors

provide customers with personalised
recommendations by using granular
purchase history and understanding
customer profiles to quickly, more
accurately and visually present
appealing product choices.
The third lens informs how

companies can improve decision
making by systematically building
analytics and information capabilities
to monetise more of their data assets.
First companies can build a

capability to quickly and cost
effectively source and aggregate more
data from open, commercial, and
proprietary information sources into a
mineable format.
Second is to go beyond aggregating

data, and explore novel combinations
to invent new data with new potential
uses. 
Third is to build processes and

architecture to rapidly develop and
test new analytic models driven by
new data, increase their processing
speed through better model coding,
improve their insights over time and
quickly launch them into production.
For example, a start-up in the

telecommunications space analyses
cell tower traffic to identify the

location of cell phones at different
times of the day, but can then create a
behaviour pattern for each cell phone
to probabilistically predict where a
phone will be at a given day/time in
the future.
The new information they have

created is of immense value to mobile
advertisers targeting users with
location-specific and time-specific
offers. As they collect more data about
customers they can add new variables
to their model to increase customer
conversion rates and thereby the value
of their advertising real estate.
Lastly, given the complexity of

representing data, analysis, insights
and scenarios of actions, companies are
incorporating better visualisations in
their business intelligence and decision
making processes. For example, San
Diego University’s Calit2 (‘The Wall’) is
a large scale visualisation format that
can be programmed with ‘analytic
apps’ to help executive teams evaluate
strategic growth options through
scenario analyses that take into
account a number of strategic and
operational factors.
A Fortune 100 US insurer used the

capability to design a growth strategy
in the high value home market. They
used simple visual controls to adjust
thresholds for market attractiveness,
competitive intensity and customer
behaviours – which highlighted specific

zip codes that meet the criteria on a
giant geo-satellite map. Then they can
quickly choose from 50 variables,
dragging them on to graphs that
calculate correlations to quickly test
hypotheses, such as determining if
attractive markets always have high
competitive intensity.
They can then select promising

markets at the zip code level, and
overlay their agency presence and
performance to determine areas to
expand coverage. Lastly, they run
forward looking scenarios to evaluate
the growth potential of different
strategies and types of investments.
It is nothing new for businesses to use

information and analyse it to make
better decisions. But the impact of
information economics on the
traditional production, distribution and
consumption of products and services,
the vast amounts of data, the analytics
that can be applied and the capabilities
required to win are radically changing.
Companies that don’t mine and
cultivate their information as if it is
their most important asset ultimately
are leaving it to be monetised by their
competitors.
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